
Avoid white fabric or thin fabric. (gingham, for example, tends to be very thin).  We are trying to give the girls dignity so
no thin fabric. If you put your hand under the fabric, can you see your hand through it? Sometimes, if I have fabric that is
too sheer, I will cut an identical piece of fabric and treat the two pieces as one unit while I sew thus creating fabric that is
not see-through any more.   
Please avoid using fabric that has: Americana/patriotic; Halloween (skulls, pumpkins, ghosts);   obvious Christmas
(Santa, snowmen); Disney or any character or licensed fabric (Cinderella, SpongeBob, Star Wars etc) or any printed
English words.  None of these things would be appropriate in a foreign country. Think about a little girl wearing a dress
made out of the fabric chosen…is it appropriate?

CUTTING THE FABRIC: Refer to the measurement guide to determine the size you need to cut your fabric.  You can
even use two or three different fabrics for the dress if you like.

CHOOSING THE FABRIC:  The first thing is to pick the fabric for the dress.  Only 100%

cotton or a cotton/poly blend (with mostly cotton) should be used. The dresses may be

washed in rivers, creeks, watering  holes and maybe scrubbed with rocks. Only cotton will

stand up to this treatment. When choosing fabric, consider the size it will be. 
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Making a sundress kit is very simple and often people who don't even sew can make them. 

 We've outlined the steps below and included the measurement chart at the end.

STRAPS:  We use double-fold, extra wide bias tape for straps.  The measurement chart has the length that you need to

cut depending on the size dress you are making.  We also might use two different colors of bias tape if it harmonizes

with the dress, pockets and other trims.  Some people like to make their own bias tape and even match the pockets to

it.  You can pick up a bias tape maker off Amazon or at your fabric store. Be sure to get a kit that has the poker tool

included that you use to start the feed of fabric through the unit.  

Making a Sundress Kit 

FINISHING TRIM ACROSS FRONT:  Feel free to add a piece of trim across the top

of the front of the dress.  Some people put it under the elastic, some put it over the

top of the elastic, some make a ruffle with it.  If the dress fabric is plain we often add

a piece of trim or strip of fabric that matches/coordinates with the pocket fabric.

ELASTIC:  
Refer to the measurement guide to determine the width and length of elastic
you need for the size dress you are making. You will using 2 pieces of elastic. 

 The front piece is 1 inch shorter than the back piece.

https://teamdau.com/measurements-sheet/
https://teamdau.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/BRACELET-MAKING-DIRECTIONS.docx
https://teamdau.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/BRACELET-MAKING-DIRECTIONS.docx
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Sundress Making Instructions, cont.

PIECES TO YOUR KIT: Your
Sundress kit should have--
Properly measured and cut Fabric
2 bias tape ties for straps
2 pieces of elastic
2 pockets with trim
DAG label
Size card

DAG LABEL:  Make sure you include a Dress a Girl woven or iron on/sew on label.  I can give
you extra labels to have on hand or you can refer to our website to print your own labels with
Dark Transfer Paper and a Color Printer

POCKET TRIM:  You can add a piece of

trim, lace or ribbon to go across the

pocket and maybe even a button. 

 Whatever you would like.  We like to

vary the styles of the dresses, some

with lace and some plain as different

girls have different tastes.  If you

happen to make a dress for size 2 and

under, please no buttons due to a

choking hazard.

 POCKETS: Add two pockets with coordinating fabric.  Dresses Size 5 and under use 5 inch by 5 inch pockets and

Dresses size 6 and up use 6" X 6".  Make sure the pockets are double layered.  If you have a strip of fabric, you can cut

2 pieces of 5 1/2" by 11" and fold them in half and you have 2 double layered pockets.  For the larger dresses, cut 2

pieces of 6 1/2" X 13". 
 

https://teamdau.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/BRACELET-MAKING-DIRECTIONS.docx

